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LEGAL TECH, IN HOUSE & LAW FIRMS

IN HOUSE LEGAL DEPARTMENTS

10:00 - 10:45

10:00 - 10:45

Decoding what AI and ML mean to the world of lawyers and
in-house departments

How Artiﬁcial Intelligence solutions can help put your
contracts on autopilot.
Presented by:

SPEAKER
Shashank Bijapur CEO, SpotDra

NETWORKING BREAK
11:00 - 11:45

11:00 - 11:45

Bespoke automation for document generation - Leave it to
the experts

M&A Maze in India - Covering the recent trends, legal and
regulatory changes (including impact of new laws such as data
privacy), issues and best practices around

Presented by:

Presented by:

SPEAKER
Aditya Mehra Founder, InstaDra

NETWORKING BREAK
12:00 - 12:45

12:00 - 12:45

Margin call: Why understanding and driving your proﬁt margin
is integral to the sustainability of your ﬁrm and partnership
model. Strategies for building robust ﬁnancial discipline

GDPR transformation in India - Worries and deliberations as a
legal in-house professional while facing them.

12:45 - 14:00

LUNCHEON

14:00 - 14:45

14:00 - 14:45

How Artiﬁcial Intelligence solutions can help put your
contracts on autopilot.

Insolvency and bankruptcy code till date – Challenges faced
and their solutions while insolvency proceedings are on.

Presented by:

SPEAKER
Shashank Bijapur CEO, SpotDra
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LawServ Theatre Agenda 2020
NETWORKING BREAK
15:00 - 15:45

15:00 - 15:45

Innovative legaltech solutions driving the future of law in
India - way too general. what does this even mean? and what
solutions are on oﬀer?

Arbitration - Movement from adversarial to inquisitorial and
how imposing an arbitration award is easier than imposing a
judgement

Presented by:

SPEAKER
Akshat Singhal Founder & CEO, Legistify

NETWORKING BREAK
16:00 - 16:45

16:00 - 16:45

Ampliﬁed Intelligence, simpliﬁed thoughts- Extraction of
valuable insights by applying AI & MLand delivering them to
chief decision makers

Discussion on recent and leading IP trends that the courts
of the country are facing before them along with the eﬀect
that is being accrued vide these trends towards the various
sectors of the companies

Presented by:

NETWORKING BREAK
17:00 - 17:45
The IDEX Showstopper: Role of a GCs in sync with external counsel: Reviewing the most common lawyer-client privilege pitfalls
and dissection on practical advice and tips on how can a GC help protect this important privilege from turning into unethical
encounters.

CLOSING REMARKS
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REGISTRATION PROCESS
For registration enquiries, please contact
Farheen Shaikh - farheen.shaikh @ideas-exchange.in | +91 22 6171 3259
Attendance is only for law ﬁrm decision makers.
On site registration ₹ 10,000/- (exclusive of taxes).

For participation opportunities at LawServ, please contact
Aakash Chaudhary- aakash.chaudhary@ideas-exchange.in | +91 22 6171 3230
For marketing opportunities at LawServ, please contact
Hiya Thaker - hiya.thaker@ideas-exchange.in | +91 22 6171 3211
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